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Abstract
In developing secure programs, reasoning about effects on
resources can be hindered by obscure changes in program
state. Effect systems mitigate this difficulty by describing
these changes, but may require large amounts of low-level
effect annotations, and create obstacles for reasoning. To
reduce overhead, we propose an effect system, with a focus
on system resources, that supports effect abstraction. It is
being implemented in Wyvern, a capability-safe language.
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1 Introduction
Developing secure programs requires reasoning about effects
a computation can have on protected resources, but informal
code inspection for this objective can be difficult. Understand-
ing a method’s full effect may require examining bodies of
several nested method calls, as a computation could involve
interleaving operations and hidden changes to program state.
One remedy is the effect system, in which effects express
changes in program state during method calls, and method
annotations of expected effects enforce them while reducing
need for in-depth analyses [3, 5, 7, 8, 12]. Yet, effects propa-
gate through method calls, therefore backtracking through
calls to understand them may still be needed. Specificity and
utility must also be calibrated when defining effects. To opti-
mize program reasoning and combat annotation overhead,
we propose an abstraction-based effect system.
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2 Proposed Solution
Our abstraction-based system is generalizable to other cat-
egories of effects, but considers only operations on system
resources, represented in a high-level language by operations
through a foreign function interface (FFI). The FFI operations
serve as base-level effects from which all other effects in the
language are implemented. Thus, multiple low-level effects
can be grouped under one high-level effect, which warrants
fewer annotations, and allows effect representations to be
tailored to different parts of the code, making their annota-
tions more intuitive (but still valid) for reasoning about the
program.
This effect system is being implemented in the Wyvern

programming language [13]. Being a capability-safe lan-
guage, Wyvern allows one to reason about effects "for free,"
trusting that changes in program state are limited to re-
sources that the capability allows access to [10, 11]. The
following is a sample program snippet in Wyvern:

1 resource type NetworkType

2 effect send = {} // no low−level effects
3 effect receive // to be defined by module
4 def sendData(data : String) : {send} Unit

5 def receiveData() : {receive} String

6

7 module def network() : NetworkType

8 effect send = {} // must be same as in type
9 effect receive = {java.ffiEffect}

10 def sendData(data : String) : {send} Unit

11 ...

12 def receiveData() : {receive} String

13 ...

14

15 module def dataProcessor(nw : NetworkType)

16 effect process = {nw.receive}

17 def processData() : {process} Unit

18 val result : String = nw.receiveData()

19 ...

20

21 // instantiate modules
22 val nw1 = network()

23 val nw1DataProcessor = dataProcessor(nw1)

Effects are declared with the keyword effect, and exist as
part of a type signature or a module, similar to type mem-
bers [4, 9, 14]. They are defined as either an empty set or a set
of low-level effects (e.g., java.ffiEffect—a built-in, globally-
available, base-level FFI effect), and a method header may
include an effect annotation (such as an empty set) before
its return type to report and enforce its effects. (There are
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currently no expectations on the effects of a method without
header annotation; section 4 elaborates on this.) In the ex-
ample above, the processData() method of the dataProcessor

module is annotated with the effect process on line 17, which
is defined in the previous line to have the effect receive from
the resource nw of type NetworkType. This is valid because
processData() calls nw.receiveData(), which indeed has the ef-
fect receive defined by NetworkType on line 3.

Effects can be hidden from clients using type ascription, so
that only effect definitions in the type, and not the module,
are visible to higher-level code. In the example, because
network modules have the type ascription ":NetworkType," an
effect defined to have nw.receive will not be equivalent to
one defined to have java.ffiEffect in dataProcessor. Effects
in nw are hidden by the type ascription in this case.
To see the conceptual advantage of abstraction, compare

processData() of dataProcessor with the following (from a ver-
sion of the program without abstraction, e.g. declarations):

17 def processData() : {java.ffiEffect} Unit

The former is more intuitive, as the processing method has
a "process" effect that accounts for the task and associated
effects of "receiving" by a NetworkType resource, based on the
context of this program. The use of java.ffiEffect in the
latter appears jarring, and while one only needs to go back
to receiveData() in the network module for its origin in this
program, bigger programs would result in greater effort.

3 Implementation
I contributed to the system design, and am currently work-
ing on its implementation. Following the rest of the Wyvern
compiler 1, which is written in Java, the current implementa-
tion parses effect declarations into ASTs, and translates the
ASTs down to the intermediate language [13]. It then verifies
the well-formedness of effects used in effect declarations and
method headers, in both the type signatures and module
definitions; if an effect cannot be found in the context at any
of those points, an appropriate error is reported.
Finally, the compiler checks if a method has its header

annotated (annotation set) with its actual effects (actual set).
A method’s actual set is the union of annotation sets of its
method calls. To enable semantic checking and adhere to
type ascription, both the actual set and annotation set are
transformed to have the lowest level of effects in scope before
comparison, by recursively looking up each effect’s defini-
tion in the context. If the actual set is a subset of the annota-
tion set, indicating that all of the method’s real effects are
included in its annotation (and allowing room for overcom-
pensation), then the method’s effect annotations are sound;
otherwise, the compiler reports an appropriate error. To ver-
ify all annotated methods, the implementation still needs
representation of base-level effects, such as java.ffiEffect in

1https://github.com/wyvernlang/wyvern

the code example, and ones defined by the programmer. The
abstraction process, however, is currently functional.

4 Future Work
In addition to base-level effects, future work would involve
designing and implementing effect inference. Currently, meth-
ods without effect annotations in the headers are valid by
default, as they make no claim regarding the effects to be
expected, forcing the compiler to treat them as having no
effects when they are called. Effect inference would enable
effects to be verified for such methods, further reducing an-
notation overhead. Capabilities may be key to its design, as
they help constrain the possible effects a method may have.

Once implementation is complete, the system may be eval-
uated by conducting user studies, such as examining how
programmers would use Wyvern and the effect system to
write programs requiring system resources. Observing them
as they program can indicate how the system’s mechanism
interacts with their thought process, and the programmers’
feedback can be used to inform its usability and utility for
informal code analysis.

5 Related Work
Prior research has formulated different designs of effect sys-
tems. The Koka programming language implements poly-
morphic effects through row polymorphism and supports
effect inference [6]. Devriese et al. have shown that effect
parametricity can be used to support capability-based rea-
soning in JavaScript [2]. Bocchino et al. have developed a
type and effect system to support parallel programming in
Java, with region-path lists, index-parameterized arrays, sub-
arrays, and invocation effects to guarantee determinism at
compile time [1]. All these works offer a potentially advan-
tageous design; however, they suffer from relatively large
overhead, possibly due to requiring too many low-level effect
annotations, which our approach aims at eliminating.

6 Conclusion
If the user studies result in positive responses to the design
and implementation, thenwewill have identified a new, light-
weight approach to facilitating program reasoning, through
an abstraction-based effect system. Such approach could es-
pecially benefit the development process of large software
systems, where overheads can be costly. Reasoning about
system resource control would be more effective as well,
aided by concise and tailored effect annotations.
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